Clare
Balding
visits
Hothfield
Heathlands
It was great to hear the Konik ponies on our local nature
reserve featured on 12 March in the first of a short series on
Wild Horses by Clare Balding on lunchtime Radio 4 (available
on the iPlayer - http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b09v2x6n ).
Ian Rickards explained that they are one of the few animals to
tackle soft rush and hard rush, really tough plants which can
take over whole fields. Koniks are now used worldwide in
conservation projects, the Hothfield ponies arriving as two
separate herds from Holland. Clare watched them using nose
and top lip to sweep away things they didn’t want to get in
between the moss to what they did want.
The recording was made on a “misty murky damp” day in
December, Balding meeting the misty coloured ponies up
close: “Hello you lot …they look grumpy with each other...it
took a while but now they’re following us, this one’s right up
behind, wondering what have you got there, … are we friends
now?.. This one has a fantastic mane as if it had a little peroxide streak put in the top - good highlights!”
Ian explained that the Koniks were an attempt by Polish
breeders to recreate the Tarpan, the wild European pony
(Konik is Polish for horse). Horse historian Susanna Forrest
gave more detail on ancient breeds and the programme had
news of DNA research only published this February in The
Scientist showing that all breeds considered wild to date share
genes with breeds that became the domestic horse. So Tarpan
and Konik should be considered as feral rather than wild. Sadly
there are no truly wild horses left, but as Clare concluded, the
Koniks on Hothfield are “a really interesting experiment, it’s

working, they are healthy hard animals, they’re funny as well.“
Ian emphasised the significance of this single remnant of ancient heath and peat bog in Kent, with a 96% loss of heathland
countrywide over the last 200 years, an enormous reduction.
He said it‘s amazing how quickly things change if you take the
foot off pedal and abandon grazing, the heath would be under
layers of scrub and we would lose the species that rely on
heathlands. “There are not many places in this part of the
world that have horses as part of the natural landscape, it’s
nice that somewhere in Kent that’s still the case,” as the
heathland birds twittered on in the background.
Continued on Page 4
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Sunday 1
Easter Sunday
11.00
The Eucharist
A service of Holy Communion in modern English, with hymns

Rector: Rev. Canon Sheila Cox 01233 712598 Churchwardens Hedley Grenfell-Banks 01233 421149, Malcolm Wood 01233 623090

Sunday 8
Easter 2
11.00
Matins
Service from the Book of Common Prayer, with hymns
Sunday 15 Easter 3
11.00
Short Communion Service
Followed by the Annual Parochial Church Meeting
Sunday 22 Easter 4 11.00
H4
Informal Praise service for all the family. A good introduction to Church
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Hothfield Gardeners’
Competition Date
Spring will arrive soon, really, followed by Summer, and we are
pleased to announce the date for judging Hothfield's bi-annual
Gardening Competition, which will be Saturday 30 June.
Do look out for more details of categories etc in further
editions of Hothfield News.

Margaret Rose Collins
The family would like to offer heartfelt thanks to all
those who made donations in memory of Margaret.
A total of £360 was collected, and £180 has been
given to Pilgrims’ Hospices, £180 to Cancer Research work.

Clubs and
Societies

March Draw
1st prize £23-50
2nd prize £14-10
3rd prize £9-40

No. 184
No. 61
No. 78

COST TO ENTER only £1 per draw,
£12 per year or £6 for six months. Collect a form from
HOTHFIELD POST OFFICE
Or telephone Peter on 01233 623568

is edited, printed and published by Hedley Grenfell-Banks for
HGB Services, financed by Hothfield Parish Council and
distributed free to every house in the village
by dedicated band of volunteers.
Email hothfieldnewsletter@tiscali.co.uk telephone 421149
Available on line at www.hothfield.org.uk.
The deadline for the May 2018 issue is 20 April. Letters and
articles for publication are always welcome. Advertising is
free to businesses working in, or for, the Parish of Hothfield.
Email the Editor for information on advertising prices for
outside companies.

Please send in your annual
reports to Hothfield News
by 20 April,
in time for publication
in the May edition.
For full minutes of meetings of Hothfield Parish Council, please either see the
noticeboard outside the village shop or visit www.hothfield.org.uk

Village Hall
Regular Activities
Mondays
Tuesdays

Country Dancing 7.30 to 10.30pm
Creation Station 9.30 to 11.30am
Irish Dancing 4.30 to 7.30pm
Wednesdays Dog Training 5.30-9pm
Fridays
Toddler Sense 9.00 to 12.00am.
Squad 26 Youth Club 6.30 to 8.30pm.
Saturday
Rugby Tots 9-11.45am. (outdoors in the
summer; back in the hall on 9 September.
To book the Village Hall for your Parties,
Get-togethers, etc.,
please ring Paul on 07719 227542,
or email hothfieldhall@outlook.com
Or visit www.hothfieldhall.online
Prices: Village £7.50 per hour,
Outside Village £10.00/hour
All Day Hire – Village £175.00
(£175.00 deposit required).
All Day Hire – Outside Village
(£250.00 deposit)

£250.00

Children's Birthday £35.00 first 4 hours,

APRIL ON HOTHFIELD HEATHLANDS
Continued from Page 1
Hothfield reserve includes a sliver of
land at the junction of Watery Lane and
the A20, diagonally opposite the Triangle section. This wetland site had been
abandoned for decades, slowly disappearing under loads of sycamore trees,
an example of what happens when grazing and management stops – nature
doesn’t stop, inexorably altering the
habitat. Ian has organised grazing on it
for eight years now, but its isolation
from the rest of the reserve makes it
challenging to look after – “it’s difficult
to run the cattle across the road at the exact right time”. This
spring, volunteers have been tackling some of the bramble
growth, and continuing the battle against the prolific sycamore.
This segment is ideal habitat for the great crested newt and
grass snake, and Ian reports that even a water vole turned up a
few years ago. The work will also benefit the marsh marigolds,
southern marsh orchids and skullcap that grow here, all significant plants of dwindling habitats.
The KWT website has details of talks, courses and guided
walks for 2018. The Wild About Gardens Scheme has tips on
encouraging more wildlife into gardens, the garden awards and
volunteer advisers. Hothfield Heathland is open to everyone.
Please keep dogs in check and clean up. Various trails are signposted and indicated on the maps at entrances, which also give
the location of the livestock. The noticeboard down the main
slope from the Cade Road car park gives recent wildlife sightings. For email alerts on the location of the livestock on Hothfield, or to join the volunteers to help maintain the reserve or
check the cattle contact the Warden on 01622 662012 or at
ian.rickards@kentwildlife.org.uk.
Margery Thomas

THE
YELLOW
FISHERMAN
Open Mon-Sat 11am
to 11pm
Sundays 1pm to 11pm
Open Bank Holidays
except Christmas Day
& Boxing Day

Menus available
from the Post Office
Telephone orders welcome.
01233 712309

07399 227039

Two recent photographs by Val Butcher
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Hothfield History Society News
Have you got Millennium Souvenir Plates?
Mrs Penfold of Common Way kindly showed me her collection of six plates showing Hothfield scenes that she bought in
1999. She thinks these may have been produced as a souvenir
of the end of the old millennium and the start of the next. The
plates are 8½ in diameter with an 18 carat gold border, green
patterned edges, and different pictures of Hothfield. The sets
were produced by Decor Art Creations and were called the
‘Canterbury Collection’. The company made similar collector’s plates for towns and villages up and down the country.
Mrs Penfold’s set is part of a limited edition of 50 (according
to the certificate supplied with the plates) and she has set
number 2. When her collection was delivered the van driver
said that he ‘had a van full’, so where are the other 49 sets?
Do you have one of the other fifty?
The pictures of Hothfield look like hand-drawn sketches and
include, as you might expect, the church, the old school and
the pub (which would have still been open at that time). The
other images are: a tree-filled scene of School Road, Thanet
Terrace and perhaps surprisingly the plain gable-end of the
Village Hall as seen from the car park. Whilst our hall is an
important part of the community I’m a little surprised that it
was chosen as an iconic scene of Hothfield. At least they
could have used the front of the hall.
Mrs Penfold’s husband had been one of the first people to
move into the new Council-built houses on Coach Drive, and
she joined him a few years later when they swapped houses
with ‘Granny’ Beaney. Mrs Penfold is now sadly moving from
the village having brought up her family here, but she’s not
going far and intends to keep in touch with her Hothfield
friends. She’s taking her cherished Hothfield plate collection
with her so I’m very grateful that she shared it with us all, and
her story.
Chris Rogers

POST
OFFICE
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Last night I dreamt of a beautiful walk on a sandy beach. That explains the footprints I found in the cat litter box this morning
.Of course I should clean my windows. But privacy is important too.
When my husband starts to sing I always go out and do some gardening so our neighbours can see there's no domestic
violence going on.
I used to believe that the brain was the most important body part. But then I thought, hey, look who’s telling me that.
I can’t believe I forgot to go to the gym today. That’s 7 years in a row now.
A child’s observation: If mother laughs at dad’s jokes, we have guests.
I would really like to beef up my self-esteem a bit, but I don't deserve it.
I got a really cute dog and called him Threemiles. It sounds great to say I walk Threemiles twice a day.
If you start to think I talk too much, just tell me. We’ll talk about it.
When a man says he likes girls with a sense of humour, he doesn't mean that he wants a girl to be really witty and funny. He
means he wants her to laugh at his jokes.
Funny, those road signs: "Caution - Watch for children!" I mean, how dangerous can a child be?
A jar of Nutella has about 9870 calories. But I don’t care. I never eat the jar anyway.
I saw a poster today, somebody was asking “Have you seen my cat?” So I called the number and said that I haven’t.
I used to breed rabbits. Then I realized they can handle it themselves.
Women claim childbirth is the most painful experience of their lives. Then three years later they start treading on Lego.
I don’t think women should be allowed to have kids after forty. forty kids is way too many.
I don’t trust dog walkers They are usually the ones who find the dead bodies.
In hell, you get a room wallpapered from top to bottom with your hastily deleted selfies.

RADIO
HOTHFIELD
A huge thank you to The Village Voice who have now completed their
year’s fundraising and donated money towards the new kitchen.
In May the whole group is camping together for the first time. This will
be an interesting challenge! One problem is that we do not have currently
enough tents for everyone. We are so grateful to Charing Parish Council
who have sponsored two new tents for us.
The date for this year’s colour run has been announced. Why not come
along on July 1st. It will be great fun.
Terry Lister
1st Charing Scouts meet on Wednesdays in term time at The Scout Hut,
Pett Lane, Charing Tel. 07795 694673 or 01233 712981
gsl_charingscoutgroup@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.facebook.com/1stcharingscouts

SQUAD 26

Every Friday at 6:30pm until 8,
children from 7 to 11 years old welcome.
Lots of fun and games and new friends.
Held at
Hothfield village hall, Park Drive, Hothfield.
£1 per child per meeting
payable on the night

Is due to start broadcasting in two weeks’
time. Its programmes will be filled with
local news and chat, interspersed with
exactly the kind of music you like.
Do you have
• Requests?
• News or (preferably) gossip?
• Something important to say?
• Something to gripe about?
• A talent for DJ work?
Then contact
Radio Hothfield’s No. 1 DJ, Flora Poil
On 01233 6060606
Or email Flora@radiohothfield.com

Hothfield Parish Council

SHOULD WE BUILD A NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN FOR HOTHFIELD ?

Part 1 – Introduction
Part 2 – Some key issues for residents to consider
Part 3 – The Neighbourhood Planning Process
Part 4 – Feedback form for parish council
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Part 1
Introduction
Neighbourhood planning gives communities direct power to develop a shared vision for their neighbourhood and shape the development and growth of their local area. They are able to choose where they want new homes, shops and offices to be built, have
their say on what those new buildings should look like and what infrastructure should be provided, and grant planning permission
for the new buildings they want to see go ahead. The government takes the view Neighbourhood planning provides a powerful set
of tools for local people to ensure that they get the right types of development for their community where the ambition of the
neighbourhood is aligned with the strategic needs and priorities of the wider local area.
Hothfield parish council first started to give consideration to developing a Neighbourhood Plan at the beginning of 2016. Back in
the days of November 2015 and following on from a public meeting held in the village hall about some potential proposals for a
future housing development site adjacent to Coach Drive, it became clear to a number of residents and also parish councillors that
we were less in charge of our own community’s destiny than we might have previously believed and especially when Ashford Borough Council was actively producing a new Local Plan to cover the period up to 2030 – a hugely complex and time consuming exercise that would set out its strategic vision for the borough up to 2030 and which would be supported by a plethora of policies (the
Local Plan draft runs to in excess of 800 pages) – including a comprehensive Housing Development policy designed to deliver an
unprecedented number of new housing units across the borough – which will ultimately be enshrined in law and acted upon in
2018. As parish councillors at the beginning of 2016, it certainly made us think we needed to become more aware of how to better
protect our community from unwanted developments and although there was an expectation the new ABC Local Plan would be
fully signed off and sent for public examination before the end of 2016, we decided to give ourselves options regarding the future
production of a Neighbourhood Plan by applying for “Neighbourhood Area Designation” status in January 2016, which was granted
by ABC in March 2016.
The end-to-end production of Neighbourhood Plans can be fairly lengthy processes, depending on the scope and degrees of complexity involved. Issues such as (but by no means limited to) future Housing needs, Transport, Traffic, Roads, Environment, Employment / Business, Health, Age Demographics, Population Growth, Open / Public Spaces / Recreation might be expected to feature,
but it would be fair to say the core aspect of many Neighbourhood Plans focuses on the Development aspects and mainly relate to
Housing issues.
Since the 2011 Localism Act came into force, only two out of Ashford Borough’s 41 parish / town councils have completed Neighbourhood Plans – Wye in 2016, which took 4 years to deliver and Pluckley in 2017, which took over two years to deliver. There are
six other parishes in varying stages of production. Two of these have had Neighbourhood Area Designation status for over 4 years
and have yet to get to the final stages of the process, another has had this status for almost 5 years, but is now getting close to the
end and the remaining three (including Hothfield) are nowhere near being completed and have much of the end-to-end process
still ahead of them.
After Hothfield was given Neighbourhood Area Designation status in March 2016, the parish council decided to wait for details of
the first draft of the Local Plan, which was then expected to be published by ABC within the following weeks, so we could see what
it proposed for Hothfield. There was also a suggestion ABC would then meet with rural parishes in the borough for some consultation, as it was deemed we would have similar Local Plan issues. This meeting never materialised, but ABC’s Head of Planning Policy
did make a presentation to Ashford borough parish council representatives at a Kent Association of Local Councils meeting in September 2016, where it was suggested, with the exception of Pluckley, which was very close to the end of the Neighbourhood Plan
process, none of the remaining parishes who at that point, had Neighbourhood Area Designation status, were going to be in a position to complete the end-to-end process before the new ABC Local Plan came into force. This was a particularly important point, as
Neighbourhood Plans have to align with the strategic requirements of a Local Plan and if these parishes continued to develop
Neighbourhood Plans which might not be completed before the new Local Plan, then there was a real risk key parts of their Neighbourhood Plans might not align with the Local Plan, and in this event, much time, money and effort might be wasted.
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At this time, it was also becoming increasingly clear that ABC needed to find a lot more sites across the borough for Housing
purposes, as a result of the government placing additional housing unit requirements on them and it was also becoming clear
that Hothfield was likely to end up with at least two development sites, as opposed to the single site at Coach Drive, which
featured in the June 2016 first draft of the Local Plan. At this point, the parish council decided it would not seek to develop a
Neighbourhood Plan until such time as the final draft of the Local Plan had been published and sent for public examination. We
didn’t feel it made any sense to start undertaking surveys of our residents’ existing and future housing needs until we had clarity as to how many sites and how many new housing units was going to be allocated to Hothfield in the Local Plan. This decision was minuted in the parish council’s October 2016 meeting and also communicated to residents in the November 2016
edition of Hothfield News. In fact, in order to keep residents informed, the parish council chairman made a number of Local
Plan / Neighbourhood Plan references in his monthly Hothfield News articles in editions covering 2016 and 2017. If residents
are interested in revisiting any of these articles, they can be found on the parish website www.hothfield.org.uk under the
“Newsletter” tab.
None of us anticipated ABC’s search for additional housing sites would mean the Local Plan wouldn’t be signed off by the ABC
Cabinet and Council and then sent for public examination until December 2017. Now the new ABC Local Plan has been completed and has entered the public examination and legal sign-off phases, the parish council is fulfilling its previous commitment
to residents that we will come back to the issue of whether Hothfield should proceed with the development of a Neighbourhood Plan.
The purpose of this communication to residents is to obtain an initial view as to whether there is sufficient interest within our
community to do this and what peoples’ reasons are for wanting a Neighbourhood Plan? The parish council also needs to understand how many individuals are willing to make personal commitments to become involved in the production of a plan,
which will require them dedicating regular amounts of their personal time across a period which in theory, could range between 1-3 years, depending on the relative complexities of what residents say they would like to see addressed in any Neighbourhood Plan. Looking at some of the Neighbourhood Plans produced by other Ashford parishes, it does appear that those
plans with strong and detailed Housing Development elements are taking longer to produce.
The parish council reiterates this particular communication is just an initial engagement with Hothfield residents and by sending this to every household in the parish, we believe we will get a good feel for peoples’ initial views. In the event there is clear
support to undertake a Neighbourhood Plan from the wider community, we would then seek to have further engagement with
residents, probably commencing with a public meeting.
A key part of starting the Neighbourhood Planning process is firstly, understanding the views of residents and what it is they
wish to see addressed in the plan via questionnaires, which are likely to cover a wide range of subjects. However, once the
aims and objectives have been confirmed, it is essential the steering group responsible for delivering the plan continually
checks with residents to ensure the policies and proposals they are developing are reflective of what residents want and there
is sufficient support for them from within the wider community. Where there is sufficient disagreement over any proposals or
policies, the steering group would be expected to make appropriate alterations.
Producing a plan doesn’t necessarily have to be complicated or lengthy or involve reinventing the wheel, as any issues Hothfield residents highlight are likely to be similar to other parishes in Ashford borough and there are several good local examples
to look at and to take the best bits from, but it doesn’t lessen the degrees of public consultation with residents and businesses,
financial support and time needed to build agreed policies and complete the end to end process, which culminates in a parish
referendum, in which residents are asked to vote whether or not, they agree with the proposals.
An alternative to progressing a Neighbourhood Plan for Hothfield is for the parish council to continue working within the
framework of the ABC Local Plan, which is currently what the majority of Ashford parish councils are doing.
We understand that for many residents, this communication is likely to be viewed as a somewhat dry subject. However, the
parish council wants people to appreciate if this work is to be taken on, personal commitment is required from those wishing
to see a Neighbourhood Plan progressed and residents generally need to have some appreciation as to the potential depth and
breadth of the work to be done. We aren’t simply going to ask residents “Hey, do you want us to complete a Neighbourhood
Plan – yes or no?”, as residents should understand what this might entail.
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The Ashford Borough Council website contains a number of Neighbourhood Plan documents for other parishes, which can give you
a better understanding of what can be involved and also some idea as to what some of our neighbouring parishes see as being
issues. Only those for Wye and Pluckley have been completed and are in force to date and the other parishes mentioned on the
ABC website are in varying stages of production (see www.ashford.gov.uk / Planning / Neighbourhood Plans). Residents may be
interested to note that Bethersden recently had its Neighbourhood Plan documents out for public consultation (so it is getting closer to finalisation), which can also be found on the ABC website and we would encourage you to look at it as a current example. The
main plan, consultation statements and Sustainability Assessment documentation alone, comes to 237 pages and took 4 years to
get to this stage, but having said this, it is a very comprehensive piece of work, covering a lot of policies, which reflects the time
needed to get it to public consultation.
However, if Hothfield residents have very limited requirements for a Neighbourhood Plan and which doesn’t require an extensive
survey of existing and future Housing needs and identification of additional houses / sites allocated by the new ABC Local Plan, this
is likely to significantly shorten the amount of time required to complete the end to end process of a Neighbourhood Plan.
If you believe a Neighbourhood Plan should be produced, you should not assume someone else is going to do this work for you.
Whilst the parish council will take the lead on the production of any plan, it will need the involvement of other residents. We are
aware that in other parishes that have produced plans, there have been groups of between 30-50 people involved from start to
finish. It doesn’t necessarily follow that Hothfield needs a similar number of people committed to the cause, especially if residents
decide they have simple requirements of a Neighbourhood Plan, but the parish council cannot take on this work on its own. Being
a parish councillor doesn’t automatically confer specialist skills or knowledge which enables you to successfully produce an end-toend Neighbourhood Plan, so we have to look to others within our community who have those skills and who want to be involved,
as well as engaging planning professionals to help the group navigate through all of the planning and legal aspects.
It is vitally important that those who are responsible for the production of a plan and also the people within our community, are
absolutely clear as to what a Neighbourhood Plan is going to achieve - and also, what it is not going to achieve.
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Part 2
Some key issues for residents to consider
Housing
Neighbourhood Plans can cover a variety of issues, such as (but by no means limited to) Transport, Traffic, Roads, Environment,
Employment / Business, Health, Age Demographics, Population Growth, Open / Public Spaces / Recreation, but it would be fair to
say the core aspect of any Neighbourhood Plan and of most likely concern / interest to residents is usually a (Housing) Development Policy (the full title of a Neighbourhood Plan is actually a Neighbourhood Development Plan) and this is one aspect of a potential Neighbourhood Plan for Hothfield which we definitely want to touch upon in this note, as we think Housing would be the
primary issue for many residents and it seems to be the principal focus of other Neighbourhood Plans we have seen.
In terms of having a Housing Development Policy within any Hothfield Neighbourhood Plan, we need to be clear about what it is
we wish to achieve here, why and does it make sense?
In comparison with other Ashford borough parishes, Hothfield is a fairly small community. We no longer have a village pub or a
school and just the village shop and post office remain, plus a Sure-Start centre, where we understand just a single child from
Hothfield attends. We have a sporadic public bus service which appears to be under threat because of KCC’s desire to look at making savings in respect of subsidised routes. Whilst there is a business community as such, it is also fairly small and fragmented. It is
hard to envisage the reappearance of a school, pub or more shops when there is still capacity available in nearby areas, so residential Housing is likely to be the main focus of any plan.
The framework for developing a Housing Development Policy within a Neighbourhood Plan initially requires a questionnaire to be
completed by residents, asking them various questions about their personal housing needs and what they would like to see happen in terms of housing in the parish in the coming years. The main point of doing this is to establish and quantify the community’s
existing and future housing needs / requirements and then, if appropriate, to subsequently identify land within the community
that may be suitable for the additional numbers and types of houses the community says it needs – and which then needs to align
with ABC’s own Local Plan Housing Policies, including those regarding the mix of Affordable / Starter / Social Housing / Shared
Ownership units in respect of new developments, which are set out in Local Plan Policy HOU 1. There is also likely to be a need for
a NP Steering Committee to engage with local landowners to see who is interested in making the requisite volumes of land available and which will eventually be the subject of a selection process and a series of consultations with residents.
The Housing stock profile of the parish of Hothfield is very different to the majority of other parishes in Ashford. Across other parishes, typically 75% of houses are privately owned, with the remaining 25% being comprised of social housing. In Hothfield, privately owned houses account for just 34% of the stock, with social housing making up the remaining 66%.

A Neighbourhood Plan Housing Policy is supposed to be principally reflective of existing and future need of residents, plus factoring in some natural future growth in population. The 2011 census shows the population of Hothfield to be 780 people. At this
point, we do not know if there has been a material growth in the population between say, 1991 – 2011, but given there has been
no major housing developments since the estate in the village centre was built in the 1950’s, we imagine the housing stock has
remained fairly constant and one might therefore assume, so has the population?

A crude assumption might be that from a population of 780, that 66% of the population lives in social housing (515 people) while
the remaining 34% (265 people) live in privately owned housing.

What we now know from the final draft of the new ABC Local Plan is that Hothfield has been earmarked for two new development
sites – one along the A20 Corridor near the Holiday Inn Hotel for 150 units and another off Coach Drive in the village for 40 units,
although in the latter context, the landowner’s agents have already indicated they will be seeking 60 houses in any formal application they submit.
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This effectively means that Hothfield’s existing housing stock will rise from 350 houses to 560 houses – an increase of 210 houses,
or nearly 63% in percentage terms.

If we assume that something like 66% of the parish’s population lives in social housing and the majority of these people are not
seeking to leave social housing to purchase new private properties in Hothfield, then it must surely follow, if viewed solely in terms
of meeting the current and future housing needs of the existing population, making 210 new houses available in the parish
amounts to a massive over-supply, and that the vast majority of these new houses will eventually be lived in by people who are
not from Hothfield and who do not have any previous associations with the parish? We know from the October 2013 public
meeting on the Plan-It Ashford 2030 initiative, that some social housing-based residents complained about their adult children not
being able to live in the village where they grew up for a lack of either social or new private housing and requests were made then,
for additional new social housing to be provided in the village and we suspect this subject may come up again in any future survey.

ABC has its own new Local Plan Housing “Affordable Housing” policy HOU 1 in respect of new developments, where for sites of at
least 0.5 hectares and / or with at least 10 units in respect of what it refers to as “Rest of Borough” (which includes the parish of
Hothfield), overall “affordable housing” must be at set at 40% of the numbers. 10% has to relate to “affordable / social rental requirements” and the remaining 30% in respect of “affordable home ownership products – including a minimum 20% shared ownership”. However, we should mention there is a device available to developers in certain limited circumstances, which enables
them to “buy out” their Affordable Housing obligations “through an offsite contribution of broadly equivalent value”.
On the basis Hothfield’s two Local Plan development sites need to have a 40% overall Affordable Housing requirement, this effectively means that 84 out of the potential 210 housing units should be available under this policy.
We have spent a bit of time on the subject of Housing, because we think it is important at this stage, for residents to understand
the backdrop to undertaking a Neighbourhood Plan for Housing reasons, where there is usually an expectation there will be a requirement to articulate and then evidence local needs and translate them into housing numbers and what types of housing and
where?
Given what might be deemed to be a significant over-supply of new housing numbers in the Local Plan, insofar as the numbers
solely relate to current residents’ existing and future needs, how likely is it, in order to satisfy existing and future residents’ needs
on top of these Local Plan numbers, we then need to ask for additional housing units and perhaps in additional locations? It may
well be residents believe there isn’t any foreseeable additional Housing unit requirements for Hothfield in excess of the numbers
and details given for Hothfield in ABC’s new Local Plan for the period between 2018 to 2030. In the event any Neighbourhood Plan
consultation surveys / questionnaires to residents confirms there isn’t an additional Housing development need up to 2030 over
and above what is being allocated to Hothfield in the Local Plan, then the steering group would need to consider what else might
be included in any Housing development policies for Hothfield in a Neighbourhood Plan?
Neighbourhood Plans cannot be prepared on the basis they will prevent Housing developments being taken forward in respect of
sites that appear in a Local Plan, cannot seek to reduce the housing numbers set out in a Local Plan (they can only identify additional housing needs / numbers and potentially additional new sites to the numbers / locations in the Local Plan) and cannot identify sites that should not be used for future housing purposes, unless this is part of a selection process of landowners making sites
available to meet current and future housing needs of residents, where sites A & B have been selected and by default, sites C & D
have not been taken forward in the Neighbourhood Plan.
In addition, the existence of a Neighbourhood Plan cannot prevent opportunistic developers making legal challenges in the Courts
to build housing developments on land not identified in local authority Local Plans and cannot guarantee preventing opportunistic
developers from building on these “unapproved” sites in the event Courts find in their favour. Indeed, almost all of the advice the
parish council has received on this particular issue, suggests the existence of Neighbourhood Plans cannot provide any such protection in the event a Local Plan Housing Policy fails because the local authority has failed to meet its five Year Housing Supply
numbers, although the existence of a plan may have a degree of influence as to what is actually built.
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Financial Costs of Preparing a Neighbourhood Plan

We are setting out the details of how the production of Neighbourhood Plans can be financed.

The financial costs associated with preparing Neighbourhood Plans can significantly vary, depending on the complexities and depth
and breadth of what is involved. The most expensive plan produced to date cost in excess of £80k, such was the degree of complexity, but it is believed the majority of plans completed fall within a range of £7,500 - £27,500 to produce. More locally, we know
the Wye Neighbourhood Plan cost £40,000 and took 5 years to deliver, but this is likely to be viewed as a complex plan and towards the higher end of the spectrum.
Government grants of up to £9,000 can be sought to assist with costs associated with

•

Developing a website

•

Training sessions for members of the steering group

•

Help with putting together a project plan

•

Undertaking a household survey

•

Help with developing the evidence base

•

Engaging a planning expert

Venue hire, publicity materials, printing and other costs associated with consultation.
In respect of more technically complex plans, a further grant of up to £6,000 can be requested. It is unlikely that any Neighbourhood Plan for Hothfield would require this additional level of funding as it is unlikely any enhanced degrees of complexity would be
involved.
Apart from any government grant available, if there are additional costs involved, then it will fall on the parish council and potentially, also Hothfield residents, via the precept set for the parish council as part of ABC Council Tax payments. At first glance, the
amount of money the parish council has available looks quite healthy, however, National Association of Local Councils (NALC)
guidelines recommend parish councils keep in reserve up to two times the annual precept amount to cater for potential emergencies. Given the Hothfield precept is £9,500 (and has been set at this level for many years), you will quickly see the best part of £20k
effectively cannot be used for day to day purposes and we usually have annual expenditure in the region of £17,000 on top of this,
so there isn’t really much unallocated money available with which to do other things.
Another point to make is any money the parish council controls is effectively public money and we need to be accountable for
what we spend and residents have a right to challenge us if they think we are spending in areas with which they disagree. We are
also fortunate to have c £5,000 per annum paid by the solar farm operators for the next 20 years + for projects beneficial to the
community, but this isn’t really parish council money, we are simply the custodians and must seek the prior agreement of the community for anything we want to spend it on.
We are aware some parish councils have had to raise their parish precepts in order to meet the full costs of undertaking Neighbourhood Plans. This essentially means the amount of council tax residents have to pay is increased and passed on to the parish
council in order to support the costs of producing the plan. At this stage, we simply don’t know how much a plan for Hothfield is
likely to cost and whether the bulk or all of the costs could be met within the grants available. If additional funds are required to
complete the work, we also don’t know whether the majority of Hothfield residents would support existing parish funds being
spent on progressing the development of a Neighbourhood Plan and nor do we know if there might be any future need to raise the
parish precept (and thereby, increase residents’ council tax bills) in order to support the development of a Neighbourhood Plan.
Having said all of this, we do not anticipate the cost of a Neighbourhood Plan for Hothfield will be excessive and is likely to be towards the lower end of the spectrum.
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Referendum
In Part 3 of this communication, we are providing a “roadmap” which details the end-to
-end process of undertaking and then completing a Neighbourhood Plan.

New to
Hothfield

As we have previously mentioned, it is difficult to predict how long any Neighbourhood Plan
for Hothfield is likely to take at this stage, as it depends on what residents say they want to be
addressed and the relative complexities involved. Judging by what we can see from the other
Ashford parishes who have either completed their plans or who are still engaged with the process, it would not be unreasonable to assume a period of anything between 1-3 years. The
final part from the parish’s perspective in the end-to-end process involves requesting ABC to
hold a Referendum involving the electorate of Hothfield, who will be asked to vote on whether
or not, they support the Neighbourhood Plan being proposed.
If the plan is supported by over 50 per cent of those who vote, the plan or order is then
‘made’ (brought into force) by the local authority. In business areas, two separate referenda will be held in parallel. The first will be for residents and a second referendum will
be held for businesses (or more specifically non-domestic rate payers). Each business
will have one vote. In this instance the outcome of the business and residents’ referenda will be considered separately. If both are in favour of the Neighbourhood Plan it will
be adopted. If both reject the Neighbourhood Plan it won’t be adopted. Where the two
outcomes conflict with each other the decision about whether or not to adopt the
Neighbourhood Plan will rest with the local planning authority. Local planning authorities should ‘make’ the plan promptly following the announcement of the referendum
result.
The parish council reiterates if a Neighbourhood Plan is to be prepared for Hothfield, it
is vital there is widespread and demonstrable support for it from within our community. For instance, it simply wouldn’t be feasible, if it transpires there are only half a dozen people very keen on developing a plan, for them to insist on a plan being taken forward and then “inflicting” their views on a largely disinterested population. There
wouldn’t be the widespread community engagement required to successfully deliver a
Neighbourhood Plan and at the end of the process and after much work and expense,
there could be the embarrassment of an extremely low turn-out from the electorate at
the Referendum, leading either to a rejection of the Neighbourhood Plan, or a small
numerical majority in favour of it, but lacking in credibility because of a very low turnout.
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The village chippy,
a 5-star rated
mobile chip shop,
will be serving
excellent quality
traditional fish
and chips and
other hot food at
great prices from
the car park at
Hothfield Village
Hall on Park
Drive on Saturday
evenings from
5pm until 6:30pm.

Part 3
The Neighbourhood Planning Process
There is a formal process for neighbourhood planning set out in the neighbourhood planning regulations. A summary of the process is included in this section. Sources such as the Planning Advisory Service (PAS) website, Locality, the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) and the Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI) provide a lot more detail on these key steps in
the process.
As you will see from the roadmap, there are 14 key stages in the end-to-end process. In terms of Hothfield, we have already completed the very first stage – designation of a Neighbourhood Area, which was granted by ABC in March 2016. If we were to decide
to move forward and to complete the remaining stages, then the first thing we will need to do is to inform ABC of our decision and
to then seek engagement with them.
As we have previously mentioned, the end -to-end process, depending on the complexity of the plan, is likely to take anything between 1- 3 years before any Neighbourhood Plan can be put before the electorate in a referendum.

We now invite you to complete Part 4 of this communication, which is a detached single page initial feedback form for the parish
council.
f you are interested in having a plan, then you really need to complete this form and then drop it off at the post office, so we can
capture your response and your reasons and to also gauge the initial degree of interest being expressed by residents in progressing
a Neighbourhood Plan.
Please can you leave this form with Jay or Bina at the post office, no later than 11 th May 2018 and we will communicate the feedback to you and potential “next steps” in the July 2018 edition of Hothfield News.
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Hothfield Parish Council

March 2018

Part 4
Hothfield Residents’ Initial Feedback Form – Neighbourhood Plan
Name

Address

Please tick / complete the relevant boxes below:
I would like the parish council to
I am opposed to the parish
consider developing a Neighbourcouncil developing a Neighhood Plan for Hothfield
bourhood Plan for Hothfield
I am willing to make a personal commitment to help with the end to end
production of a Neighbourhood Plan and an indication of how many
hours per month I can provide is shown in the box

The main reasons I feel Hothfield needs a Neighbourhood Plan are:

Signed

Date

Please return this form to the post office no later than 11TH May 2018
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